Introduction
Tarik 3333 is an innovative project, a combination of stories and drawings that come to
life from the work of the artists and build their future thanks to the community united in
values, choices and interactions. It is a project developed in phases specifically agreed
upon to excite customers and guarantee them a valuable and above all... Galactic product!
It all started 4 months ago, when with the other 2 founders we wanted to enter the
metaverse but creating our universe, our star wars.
There we involved a very dear friend of mine, a cyber punk illustrator, and the journey
began. He brought in 3 other illustrators, after 2 weeks entered a gaming entrepreneur and
his team of discord of 4 people. The same week 3 Italian women writers entered the
project and the project started there.
The TARIK solar system consists of a star and 4 planets with 4 races of androids that are
involved in a war against an unknown enemy.
We have 4 main character to mint, one for each planet. With a LORE very structured.

OUR MAIN FOCUS
- Metaverse Skin protocol
- A compelling story about our Solar System TARIK and P2E games
- Focus on community, by sharing profit of minting and royalties.

Metaverse skin protocol:
The SKIN PROTOCOLTM is a bridge that allows the owners of a tarikans to receive the
skin of their NFT for the main metaverse Sandbox.
1. By accessing the bridge with the wallet containing your tarik3333
2. you can select the metaverse whose skin you want to get
3. get the skin
The addition of new metaverse will be based on proposals and voting by the community
according to the criteria of governance.

We gift the VOX Avatar of our NFTs for Sandbox.

A compelling story about our Solar System TARIK and P2E game

The Tarik solar system is composed by of 4 planets that coexist peacefully since
immemorial time:
𝐓𝐚𝐩𝐥𝐨𝐬 is the core of technological innovation where resides the highest leadership of
the Central State;
𝐁𝐫𝐚𝐧𝐳𝐨𝐬 is the main headquarters of the State Central Troops and supplies Tarik with
the greatest warriors;
𝐕𝐞𝐞𝐧𝐮𝐬 is the planet of diplomacy, ensures peace and coordinates trade relations
between the various planets;
𝐈𝐞𝐧𝐨𝐬 is the main mineral wealth, it provides subsistence and supply of coal and
precious metals.
Suddenly the peace is undermined by a message from an unknown entity that foretells the
beginning of an unprecedented war against the entire Tarik unless they surrender to the
new and unknown megapower.
Tarik is on his knees: it is necessary to create a team that involves the four elements
identified in the writings of the ancients sages: loyalty, courage, intellect and tenacity.
Four people who as humans have an innate desire to live will be identified and converted
into androids without the slightest fear of dying…
We have story and games designed until Q4 2022.
Not to much spoiler for the moment.
3 phase of the war, each one will have a game P2E.
Already prepared other 3 tales.

Focus on community, by sharing profit of minting and royalties.
#MINTING BOUNTY PROGRAM

Who find these traits, will have access to the role of Special Forse and will also instant
receive:
1 single trait: 1 SOL
Combo 2 traits 1.5 SOL
Combo 3 traits 2 SOL
Combo 4 traits 2.5 SOL
Combo 5 traits 5 SOL
Only for #Minting Phase.
CommunityWallet

This is one of the reasons why we are a community-driven project.

13% of Royalties and Minting Profits will be dedicated to the community.
Together we will decide what to invest on!

COLLABORATION AND PARTNERSHIP
⁃
CIVIC: We got verified on Civic. We put our faces on this because we want to
make it last.
⁃
MintAuthority: We are minting on mintauthority.io in order to assure an high
quality minting for all
⁃
Magic Eden listing
⁃
Adrian Tito Allemandi: Word champion of Padel. He is our first influencer
supporter!

